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Rabarama is a

renowned artist

both in Italy and abroad.
Over the years She has
participated to many

national and

international competitions and
exhibitions among which: the event
in collaboration with Franck Muller
in

Geneva (2007); the personal at

Fundaciòn Sebstian of Mexico
City(2005); her one-woman
exhibition was displayed in the
rooms and gardens of the He
Xiangning Art Museum of
Shenzen, in the Contemporary Art
museum Millennium of

Beijing and

at the contemporary Art Museum
of Shanghai (2004)( Award for
artistic research National Art
Museum of China, per); The solo
RABARAMA, alias PAOLA EPIFANI, was born in Rome in 1969. She currently lives
and works in Padua.
Daughter of an artist, from her early childhood she showed an inborn talent for
sculpture. She started her artistic education at the Arts High School in Treviso,
followed by the Venice Academy of Fine Arts. She graduated with top marks in 1991
and immediately started taking part in a large number of national and international
sculpture competitions, earning growing acclaim with both the critics and the
general public alike.
1995 was a turning-point for her as it marked the start of her working partnership
with the Dante Vecchiato Gallery, where she developed what would become her
main artistic themes and where her work was promoted both in Italy and abroad.
It was during this period that the artist started developing her own highly personal
research, which focused on a particular vision of the world and life, based primarily
on the denial of free will, the predestination of events and the reduction of man to a
mere biological computer. The destiny of every single person is decided purely by
genetics and society, so vital functions inevitably condition every act of his
existence, while the psychosomatic being is reduced to mere physical and chemical
reactions. This leads to the total submerging of the being in an intimate, implosive
world, enclosed within the confines of his own skin, “the soul’s prison”, and space
in search of the reason for his existence, a journey through reality and knowledge.
The artist’s subjects generally have absent gazes, blanked out by crystallized
research which is conditioned by a world governed purely by cause-effect
relationships, whose common denominator is the standardized programming of the
species.
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show at Fondazione Palazzo
Bricherasio di Torino (2001).
Among the acquisition made by
international museums and
institutions are the ones made by
The Museum of Modern Art in
Toluca Mexico, The contemporary
art museum of, Boca Raton, Miami,
Beijing Biennial Art Museum,
Copelouzos Family Art Museum,
Athens.

The universe is therefore conceived as an
interwoven puzzle, a metaphor for a
jigsaw where each part has its proper
place in a determined (or, more correctly,
predetermined) space and time.
Paradoxically, this pessimistic vision leads
to the desperate search for the
supernatural, which can be discovered
through the flow if creative energy, a
possible release from reality and likely
refuge.
In 2000, at the end of this first phase of
her research, the artist exhibited a
collection of works at the Mudima
Foundation in Milan; they were created by
the awareness that every fragment of
reality and human being bears the
impression of the original principle. This
give rise to a humanity which is in
constant metamorphosis, where the denial
of free will represents the first phase of a
continuously evolving work.
The membrane which envelops these
figures changes its meaning and takes on
new signs, symbols and metaphors.
The Alphabet indicates the internal
restriction of language, as well as our
singular-plural being (according to the
philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy’s conception,
which is a common feature of Pirandello’s
theatrical works); Hieroglyphics, Jigsaws
And Honeycombs are the visualization of
the genome, the infinite combinations and
possible varieties which are inborn in
humanity, seen in the mental mazes where
the many complex forms of the “ego”
materialize.
This symbolic theme was the inspiration
for a monumental sculpture created for
the Boca Raton Museum of Modern Art in
Florida, which was installed in 2001.
During this period, the artist moves on
“TRANS ‐CALARE, painted aluminum, 2004 cm 315 x 190 x 75, Boca Raton
from her research into DNA and genetics;
her figures, which previously had shown no aspirations whatsoever and had just conveyed a status quo, undergo a further
metamorphosis; they rip off the skin-wrapping they had been covered in from the very beginning, symbolizing the need it cast off
all trappings, in the relentless attempt to free themselves, an exhausting, never-ending and useless struggle.
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The Three-Dimensional Tattoos on their skin take on new symbolic forms; by piercing the protective “shell”, their inner energy
comes into direct contact with the outer world, triggering off a constant attempt at flight from the material (which corresponds to
biological existence, a vegetative being); thanks to this dispersion, our conscience can finally free itself of the elements which
denied it spirituality and show itself completely.
The first works belonging to this second experimental phase were exhibited at the end of 2000, at the Enrico Navarra Gallery in
Paris, as part of the Trans-formation exhibition and at S.Ivo alla Sapienza in Rome.
In 2001 Rabarama’s research focused on a series of monumental sculptures with a highly visual impact. These works were
displayed in public spaces and foundations, such as the Palazzo Bricherasio Foundation in Turin, the Dolores Olmedo Patio
Museum in Mexico City (Mexico), the Fleury Museum, Lodéve (France), Open 2002, Venice Lido (Venice), the Beijing International
Art Biennal (China
2003) and the Museums
of San Salvatore in
Lauro, Rome.
Freedom is achieved by
overstepping an ideal
boundary, which
separates the current
condition of genetic and
e n v i r o n m e n t a l
determination from the
past one.
The next stage of
Rabarama’s artistic
journey concentrated on
Men-trees Covered In
Bark and interweaved
grass, harking back to
the
symbiotic,
unconscious bond the
human race has with
the great “Mother”. They
suggest possible
solutions to modern-day
man’s distancing
himself from a natural
state, the abandoning of
the body and the
dispersion of material
towards
the
transmigration of the
soul.

“TRANS‐MUTAZIONE” painted bronze, 2000, cm 180 x 165 x175, Parigi

Rabarama uses resins to cover her Anthropomorphic Sculptures, evoking the first stage in a person’s life when the placenta,
with its life-giving amniotic fluid, surrounds and prepares a new life. The surface of her sculptured figures, a membrane which
compares/clashes with the outside world and which sets in motion the first stage towards a possible elevation, is completely
covered in crosses and stars, a reference to the universe and cosmic energy which is in every one of us.
Rabarama’s way of portraying the human body is original and contains some very precise philosophical references, issues which
have always raised doubts about nature and man’s destiny. Metamorphosis represents the ideal course of a person’s life, who
passes from initial obligation to an existential condition where, after being freed, he is completely regenerated.
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Rabarama speaks to us in a
concise, immediate way, offering
us the chance to reflect on
current, controversial topics
though body language, subjects
such as genetic mutations, human
a m b i g u i t y, t h e i d e n t i t y o f
contemporary man, which are
pushed by a primitive, visionary
force, which is remote and
timeless. Formal metamorphosis
and a desire for total freedom:
these are the themes we find in
the artist’s current phase.
Rabarama is considered an allround artist by her critics and
most demanding collectors,
thanks to the steady flow of
official recognition and awards
she has received on the national
and international art scene. Her
production is quite eclectic and
varied and includes terracotta
sculptures, painted bronze,
pieces in marble and glass, oil
paintings, resin inclusions, artistic
gold jewels, recent rubber monotypes and graphic work.
In the past few years a large
number of exhibitions have been
organized to showcase her work
“TRANS‐PORTO” painted bronze, 2006, cm 118 x 170 x115, Saint‐Tropez
and she has enjoyed international
acclaim; for example in China in 2004, following her participation in the first Chinese Modern Biennial which took place in
Beijing, her one-woman exhibition was displayed in the rooms and gardens of the He Xiangning Art Museum of Shenzen from
February to April; the same exhibition was when taken to the Millennium Monument Art Museum in Beijing, where the
monumental sculpture Bozzolo was presented especially for the occasion. It was donated to the National Association of Chinese
Painters and placed in the Art Museum in 2005 during the Chinese Art Biennal. This traveling exhibition was when taken to Jinan
and Shanghai.
At the beginning of 2005 the artist exhibited her work at la Estancia Cultural Centre in Caracas, while in June the prestigious
Dutch gallery Etienne & Van Loon (which organizes a number of cultural events and happenings) invited her for the second time
to display her signature monumental sculptures in the open spaces and along the streets of the town, having already displayed
her work alongside that of famous names such as Jeff Koons.
In October Rabarama was back in Holland, working on a project with a Dutch fashion designer. In June she held a one-woman
exhibition at the Fundaciòn Sebastian in Mexico City; after the official opening, the sculpture Trans-calare was presented to the
Delegaciòn Miguel Hidalgo and on 24 June two more monumental sculptures were placed in the city centre. At the end of
August, she exhibited at Open 2005, an important event which was scheduled to take place alongside the 62nd Film Festival on
the Venice Lido.
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On 19 and 20 November at the
P a l a z z o B r a g a Va l m a r a n a i n
Vicenza, the exhibition “Quando il
gioiello diventa arte” was
organized: Rabarama’s sculptures
were displayed beside the
creations of the well-known
goldsmith Leo Pizzo, under the
auspices of the jeweler Zoccai.
In December of that year the artist
held a one-woman exhibition in the
former Anglican church in Alassio,
displaying about thirty of her works
(paintings and sculptures),
including two monumental
sculptures which were put on show
in the streets of the town.

“ES‐POSIZIONE”, painted bronze, 2006, cm 49 x 50 x26
On the side Detail

2006 was the year of awards: in June, Rabarama was named Profilo Donna’s “female
artist of the year” in an award ceremony which took place in Auditorium of the Banca
Popolare dell’Emilia Romagna in Modena.
This prestigious award was presented by the Honorary Committee, made up of the
leading figures of the town, the Province of Modena and the Emilia Romagna Region.
The artist then took part in a group exhibition at the Dutch Etienne & Van Loon gallery
and held a one-woman exhibition in August.
In the same month, two of her monumental sculptures were displayed in Jesolo town
centre.
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“RI‐NACITA”, painted and shined bronze, 2006, 410 x 350 x180,Saint‐Tropez

2007 started with an exhibition specially requested by the Italian dealer of the watchmaker, Franck Muller. Three of the artist’s
monumental sculptures were put on display at the castle in Geneva, which belongs to the Franck Muller company, together with
other smaller works, to mark their annual celebration.
During the summer, the Identità exhibition was held at Villa Genovese Zerbi in Reggio Calabria, while in November an important
one-woman exhibition entitled Dream of Transformation was inaugurated at the Vecchiato Art Galleries in Padua. The year 2008
begins with the exhibition Presenze, with Rabarama’s sculptures displayed in the two town centres of Cesena and Cesenatico.
Other important events confirm Rabarama’s international success participating in July at the Beijing Biennal and in October
Rabarama a Paris, wonderful monumental sculptures are exposed in Paris’s squares such as Place de la Sorbonne and Place
du Panthéon. In the same month at the 798 area of Beijing Rabarama participates at the exhibition “Italian Shape” while in
December it has been opened the exhibition Rabarama in Mizner Park at the Boca Raton Museum in Florida: the public visiting
the park discovers the charm and the strength of Rabarama’s works.
In March 2009, the fascinating frame of Saint Tropez, located in southern part of France, hosted Rabarama dans le Presqu’île
de Saint Tropez, important one-woman exhibition in the historic center. The exhibition took place thanks to the collaboration
betwwn Vecchiato Art Galleries, Francesca Donà Art Gallery and the counties of Saint-Tropez, Ramatuelle, Gassin e Grimaud.
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The exhibition scattered along the most characteristic location in the city and throughout the immediate surroundings such as
Place de la Garonne in the heart of the village, important wine estate such as Domaine de la Rouillère e Château des Marres,
and strategic locations at the entrance of Ramatuelle, bringing life to a series of events that coincide with the opening of famous
clubs and get together places like Nikki Beach o Pearl Beach Plage, involving also prestigious hotels like l’Hotel de la
Messardière, l’Hotel Byblos, l’Hotel Le Yaca e l’Hotel Y.
In the Saint Tropez exhibition misery and nature blend together and the sculptures become part of the sweet daily life of the
Côte d’Azur, welcoming, surprising and involving the spectator that discovers as he goes along, a path in which strange bronze
creatures come to life. Creatures that tear their clothes, perform acrobatics or that are reflecting under the sun about man’s
freedom and on its constant struggle to escape from a destiny that seams to be inevitably already set.
It is in such frame the letters, the bands or the jigsaw pieces that cover Rabarama’s creatures become precious mosaic, codes
to interpret to read the future of each one of us, wrapping to recognize and to destroy to re-conquer our freedom.
In june 2009 Rabarama Comes to life important exhibition in Netherlands, Oisterwijk, attained with the collaboration of Etienne
Gallery during Oisterwijk Sculptor 2009, event at which just few selected sculptress are called to participated. Rabarama in this
event, thanks to the personal exhibition at the Etienne Gallery will have the leading role.

BOZZOLO, Painted Bronze, 2002, cm 185 x 145 x 120 , Beijing
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Luciano Caprile*
Harmony embedded in the
classic order of the human
shape, the disharmony (not just
on a conceptual level but also on
a tactical level) drown by the
appearance, the display of a
more evident and deep
existential uneasiness(...)
Rabarama is above all
undertaking a dialogue with
herself so to communicate with
us, to show us our destiny
because the immediate and
traumatic perceptive approach
once more in the occultation (in
a renewed and renewable
shaded veil over reality). Nothing
is better hidden than what is
shown. It seams that Rabarama
strictly sticks by that rule to
surprise her public who can not
help but to mirror itself in the
seduction of her characters that
each time the artist offers .. for
contemplation(...)

“RE‐CINTA” painted bronze, 2003, cm 142 x 310 x 180, Saint‐ Tropez

Beauty of uneasiness or uneasiness of beauty pervade the sculptures of Rabarama who once again demonstrate how it is
possible engrave in our sensitive and self-contradictory reality of our time by playing on the difficult and contagious ground of a
figurative art which dips its roots in the breathtakingly Hellenistic and Romanic period.(..)
(…) Where is our though and contemplation to be led by this artist, who is so rich in visual stimuli ever poised between
admiration for the classic conception of the human body. Translated in all its harmonic beauty, and inborn restlessness in the
surface that confines it and prevents the fulfillment of our desire for fully hedonistic aesthetic contentment? With her artistic
attitude Rabarama seems to wish to offer us multiple variations of an Eden marred by an interpretative trap that slowly gnaws
away at us like a woodworm, much like the elements that mark the skin of her creatures. Unfortunately, abomination of
abominations, we feel that these seemingly alien creatures intimately share with us our soma and spirit. For good or bad, this is
how we are: we always carry with us the characteristics that distinguish us and which belong to the realm of the soul, the
unconscious or even our personal chromosomal system. With own brand of aesthetic style Rabarama performs a ruthless work
of reversal: she puts on display what generally people wish to keep hidden.
(…) On the other hand Rabarama’s markings may be linked to annotation of a tribal nature, particularly to the behaviors of
certain peoples of Africa and Oceania, who use body painting as a invaluable medium during rituals with the spirits of Mother
Earth. Through the works of our artist that ritual somehow re proposed because her motto is signifying profoundly in order to
understand. In a world that tries to win our approval through a continuous flux of images or a subtle trial of subliminal messages
the system of communion and communication initiated by Rabarama smacks strongly of visual rupture, of the rebellion of worn
habits devoted to superficiality, provisionality, reiterated and empty change. We need to examine the essence, the roots of our
being to promote the future.(…)
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Enrico Gusella*
In the beginning there was thug,
then the gene, then form, the
body and then lastly, identity.
Matter for a body that changes
into recognizable forms,
representable identities for
corporeities and physiognomies
that acquire strength, expression
and concreteness.
And how much is expressed by
Rabarama’s aesthetic study, how
much her works-paintings and
sculptures-embody, internal as
they are, their own personal
condition, all inside and
interiorize, turn on the self,
identified in the body and with a
space. Huddled up, out stretched
or supine, locked within
themselves, knotted, and all
twisted up again, the bodies of the
artist become the boundary of
identity, of hybridization between
the “I” and “the other”, between
the real and the virtual(…)

( …) However, what distinguish
Rabarama’s bodies is the skin in
which they are developed: a kind
of trail, the mark of writings, a
living expression of affirmation of
a present in which the character
and the meaning of the work itself
“Chi‐chi (dopo il compimento)”, 2008. painted bronze, 29 x 35 x 29 cm
are portrayed. A skin incarnates
interiority and incapsulates its own limitations, the potential frontier between inside and outside, between identity and alterity. The
skin of these subjects bears a characterizing mark that denotes shape, an expressive code – an “engraved” letter of the alphabet or a
number – which becomes the language for metacommunication or the broadcasting channel for use with the other.(...)
(…) Forms and imprints of a body which in Rabarama’s sculptures are made up of elements that make up a kind of intermittently-filled
jigsaw, just like a notion of oriental expression in which the skin becomes a veil, a membrane or a screen in which to share desires
and conflicts, passions and sufferings, the same that live in a kind of “texture” in which to read the innermost soul or one’s
experience(…)
(…) Yet another distinguish element is Rabarama’s stylistic research: the spatial dimension within which the bodies appear
suspended, the shrouded figures capable of expressing a profound sense of lightness, between presence and absence, between Eros
and Thanatos.
They are exercises in an extension the self and the I, as identities that establish themselves in space beyond matter and that persist
in a sheath whose aim is to preserve their own expressivity, or metaphor of a metamorphosis (…)
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Virginia Bardel*
(...) Rabarama portrays a
pessimistic vision devoid of
any
scholastic
circumspection,
a
Schopenhauerian vision, in
her opinion, of the human
condition. Her figures seem
to have awkward bodies
(stiff in terms of movement,
expression and spatial
extension) and feature an
artificial skin in the form of a
colorful modular plastic
tissue. This stiff condition of
the figure evokes the kind of
hyperrealist exemplification
along the lines of that used
by George Segal. However,
the embryonic (and at the
same time magnetic) motility
and the highly suggestive
covering remove Rabarama’s
figures from the realm of
consumer reification, lending
them another type of
meaningful air. (...)

“CO‐STELl‐AZIONE”, Painted Aluminum, 2002, cm 200 X 370 X 455, Vicenza

Rabarama ideally devitalizes the cutaneous surface, replacing it with an abstract modular pathway, that is as far away as may be
conceivably distanced from the natural composition of skin tissue. That skin is configured, rather, as a sign of a metaphysical disease
that affects the whole body, sparing neither head nor genitals, thus sealing all orifices through which exchange, real and phantasmic,
most obviously takes place (and here Bataille comes to mind), with the world. Well, these bodies, equipped with this skin type, seem
to be under the effects of a spell. They are bent, huddled, absent. They seem to be locked inside a pre-human state of evolution while
they are focused on a rude reawakening, caught in the web of an involuntary mutation manifest in the areas where the skin has
solidified. (...)
The vagueness of the figurative content, in connection with the gender and anatomical integrity of the figure is therefore reflected and
consolidated in the same destiny that befalls the bronze: only in this way does philosophical and poetical insight develop into a fullyfledged work, first and foremost converting matter into language. Naturalistic approximation, disproportionate limbs and theatrical
poses make up the narrative aspect of a portrayal charged with communicative energy. The undertaking is clear: it is the original
sentence of biological captivity, a kind of auto immanence that barely allows itself to be recognized. (...) No transcendence is
allowed, if not the slow ordeal of metamorphosis or rapid change into an enveloping animal condition. The theme of a lower order of
animal (frog, salamander, snake) echoes a chthonian civilization dominated by the idea of the earth and the underworld. (...)Still
cocooned, bound and sometimes wrapped within themselves, these creates start to move, attempt a step, or a position or a contortion
or a gesture. They try to get out into space, to taste the air and light, but their skin shields them. It nips all initiative in the bud, denies
promise, petrifies dialogue between self and self. The skin, therefore, becomes a cliff, an insurmountable threshold, a surface
rendered insensitive, dried out by the air in the absence of atmosphere and humidity, the predestined place of symbolic dialogue
between Eros and Thanatos. (...)
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BODY PAINTING
THE BODY AS A
CANVAS
Body painting is a form
of body art, renowned
as one of the most
spectacular. Is the art
that sculpts the oeuvre
on the skin. On the
contrary of tattoos, or
other forms of body art,
body painting is a
temporary maquiage
consisting in painting
either the entire body,
or just part of it, with
natural pigments such
as, for example, henna
or other
specifically
studied water and
acrylic colors.
Throughout
the
centuries this art,
together with tattoos
and other body
modification has been
used for the most
various reasons: priestly, aesthetic and sexual. The art of decorating the body one of the most
ancient expression of art, natives Americans, African tribes and many other population have
practiced it through out centuries. Is a way to camouflage, to transform ourselves into something
different, a way to enjoy and to confront ourselves.
In the past it has been used mainly in its spiritual and cultural meaning, to underline our belonging
to nature and to highlight the strong bound we have with all the events that spell its main cyclical
expression.
In more recent time the art of painting the body has been considered as been part of history of art
as both a mean of making art and spectacularisation of the artistic message.
The deep meaning of the performance get the spectator involved at the deepest level of his/hers
observing and it does not limit itself at a shock level, instead it stigmatize the body to free the
soul.
“Rabarama is a very original and ecliptic artist as it is demonstrated by the fact of being one of the
first Italian artist to inaugurate an exhibition with a body painting performance in 2008 at Vecchiato
Art gallery in Padua.
Since then there have been other performances in Holland, Saint Tropez, Milan with remarkable
success also due to her collaboration with the most important italian body painter” F.S.Russo
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THE FIRST MUTANTS
Preordained beings,
the perception of the labyrinth
“The body is the only means I have for
getting to the heart of things.”
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 1970

“AR‐TU”, Painted bronze, 2002, cm 40 X 56 X 30

M atter, body, marking, metamorphosis: aside from its poetical content the early phase of Rabarama’s work also contains the
variations in form that the artist is to explore at a later stage. The purely “physical” need to create had led Rabarama to the
plastic arts in her quest for an art form that renounced the evocative nature of image to impose itself as a concrete and
tangible presence. Her initial attempts, which seemed only to imply corporeity, were followed by the positive explosion onto
the scene of the human figure. Far removed from the harmonious idealizations of classical memory and the reinstatement of
the naturalistic and mimetic order, the body comes across as a restless material subject to change, the centre for a symbolic
means of communication. It reveals itself to time as a figure of the unconscious and the principle creator of its own interiority.
The conflict arising from the lack of acknowledgement and realization of its own identity, hindered by biological and genetic
obstacles that conceal its true nature, is projected onto the surfaces, where raised labyrinthine motifs and colorful tesserae
make up a disturbing mosaic. The wonderment at a body that has ceased to “belong” to the subjects themselves soon finds
vent in the theme of animal metamorphosis. With their spontaneous growth and encasement reptiles and amphibian creatures
represent as many labyrinths that hinder and keep in check these figures, which have lost their way along the path in search
of a meaning to accompany their earthly existence. They also constitute a possible nostalgic reference to the liquid context
preceding human entry into the world: an imaginary regression as interpreted by the quasi-fetal position assumed on different
occasions by these bodies, an image reflecting an opposition to the external environment which would seem, at least at this
point in time, to be irreversible.
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THOUGHT AND ITS FRONTIERS
The conditions of language

“ My work expresses the negation of free will, because I believe that our destiny
has already been written ”.
Rabarama

“TRANS‐AZIONE B”, Detail, Painted bronze, 2008, cm 73 X 216 X 93

A s the figures imply an outward extension, an unfurling of movement, an opening up to suggestions of dance and
contemporary performance genres to underscore their faculty of communication, so does Rabarama’s main investigative
theme also undergo a critical evolution. The recognition of an immaterial, sociocultural conditioning exerted on an individual
by its surroundings involves a semantic shift connected to the symbology of the body, now a disputed territory, a boundary, a
zone of contact and potential conflict between the I and an outside world, which appears to project and impose on the former
its own communication codes. The letters we see that make up the surface pattern are conspicuously polychrome in areas,
will develop into one of the most characteristic insights in Rabarama’s art, and adapt to recall both famous philosophical
pronouncements, and appearing as a pure alphabet, confirming in this artist a desire to break down elements and languages.
So necessary mediative means are deployed which allow thought to be formally transmitted, and with it the repudiation of
their presumed neutrality. The numbers, which share this destiny of expression, feature a sequential composition that
combines their intellectual function of quantifying with the mysteries of numerology. In short, a wholly unliterary form of their
predecessors, which could only be ideally regarded as “writings”, affirms the centrality assumed in the artist’s study by the
idea of communication itself, whose most explicit form is represented by surface decoration. The need to deviate in relation to
a hermetic expressive pessimism explains the already intimated partial opening of the bodies shaped in this period of
Rabarama’s work, intermittently showing a potential path, an invisible or remote way out.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE I
Rebirths and new combinations

“ Man is no longer what he seems”.
Sigmund Freud

“GHIGLIOTTINA”, Carrara White Marble, 2009, cm 50 x 44 x 28

I t is within the context of this particular phase that one witnesses a concrete separation of the decorative technique in relation
to the bodies of the figures, which for the first time ever appear in forms of a perfect naturalness. What before was imprinted
on and even incorporated into the body is now experienced as extraneous, as a mere garment to be shed. Even the
theoretically “constrictive” multicolored band motif seems to prognosticate, leaving to the imagination a future liberation. At
times the body itself is caused to disappear within them: and thus appears the presence of a void, a hole, an absence or
removal of material that represents an absolute novelty in Rabarama’s evolution. This insight could contain in nuce the ideal
qualifying mood one of the following creative stages, of a more markedly spiritual and transcendent nature. In other
instances, the writings only cover the figure to a certain extent, a hypothetical marking of the beginning of their gradual
deletion. Along the way to this partial and temporary humanization we encounter in Rabarama’s beings the presence of an
unusual faculty and desire to observe, yet another device for escaping a dimension of solitude, becoming aware of the
concrete space around them. The figures, therefore, having previously fallen into an undefined hypnotic state, seem to
awaken from their hallucinatory dream to open up into a life which, for a fleeting moment, they intimately resemble. If, on the
one hand, a particularly intense chromatic taste develops, on the other the use in the titles of the prefix trans-, denoting a
metamorphic future, becomes less frequent. Now the mutants seem to have definitively crossed over and made their
transformation, acquiring awareness of both themselves and of their heritage of sensitivity and opportunity. It was around this
time that the playing card motif first appeared on the “page” in the form of the body, perhaps as an invitation to be a part of
existence in a more active form by appealing to the thousands of facets of the inner self, including its contradictions: and
hence, to its natural richness.
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VIA THE BODY
The invasion of nature

“I think the driving force was the profound relationship
that develops between me and the clay as I work.
I started off with the simple consideration that we all on
walk the very material that I plunge my hands into to
create my figures, culminating in conveying the desire to
become one with it, as if to remind us that we
all belong to a Whole”.
Rabarama

“RI‐SVEGLIO”, Painted Bronze, 2002, cm 53 X 40 X 28

T he action of emptying material evoked by some figures, from which the body, in abandoning a kind of cocoon of multicolored
strips, had metaphorically migrated, continues, taking on the more subtle, but no less meaningful shape of a superficial
“excavation”. The purpose of the layers that now appear in the bodies shaped by Rabarama seems to be that of directing
them in visible tangency with the surfaces shaped by the labour of Mother Nature. The result is Beings that resemble tree
bark across which light fails to slide and, as such, intensifies colour – which in the meantime has returned to a few essential
shades – but is nevertheless forced to underscore the roughness and pitfall-ridden outstretching. In this instance, the
denominator represented by the beginning of the metamorphosis includes the same ideal impulses of the figures: the
yearning for escape is converted into a desire to identify with the natural world, to whose “encroachment” Rabarama’s bodies,
now outstretched if not considerably supine, literally offer themselves, knowingly allowing themselves to be filled. The
inspiration behind this new expressive slant is the intensity of the artist’s relationship with clay, the material which is
physically and symbolically closest to the earth we all walk upon: the main element, in traditional sculpting techniques, of the
direct conversion into shape of primary intuition. The physical aspect of the artist’s work, its interaction with a malleable
material and, as such, infinitely changeable, is the likely reference context of the enlarged fingerprint which, replacing the
disturbing labyrinthine circumvolutions appears imprinted from time to time on the works of this period, similar to the memory
of a mere touch which, almost in imitation of the myth of Pygmalion, gives life and lends raison d’être to inanimate objects.
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BEYOND EARTH
imagining new heavens

“ Stellar connections can deceive.

Still, it delights us to believe The figure for a while.
It’s enough.”
Rainer Maria Rilke, Sonets to Orpheus, I.11

“CAN‐CEllAZIONI”, Painted Bronze, 2003, cm 37 X 29 X 30

F ollowing the connection shown between earth and Mother Nature Rabarama’s Mutants are guided by the artist “to
metaphorically raise their gazes skywards”. The main theme becomes an aspiration to transcendence, developing in the
search for a spirituality which, although liberated by an individual faith, does not reject the visible support of a free
iconographic syncretism, a kind of spiritual nomadism which from religious confession can round up the symbols connoted by
a recognizable universe and by an immediate imaginative refer ability. The surfaces therefore become imprinted with outlines
of crosses and stars and, once again, without a solution of continuity, the artist’s bodies become imprinted with a uniform
mosaic of emblematic motifs. This new opening to the immaterial dimension is accompanied by the return of colour,
simultaneously giving rise to the commencement of an authentic “dance” of anatomical articulations, pushed to the limits of
human capability: one can see examples of such works as “Battito” (Heartbeat), or “Co-stell-azione” (Con-stell-ation).
Particular emphasis is placed on the broken lines that accentuate honed limbs and, as rarely observed in the past, some
formal choices lend each single gesture a rhetorical eloquence that disregards the overall expressiveness of the body of
which it forms part. The specter of the emotions conveyed is described by means of a broad fluctuation, by which an extremity
may be filched in the hypothetically aerial vault of “Research” – but bear in mind, in the field of this imaginary “detachment”
from the earth, a title like “Butterfly” – and another in the return to poses evoking a closure with the outside world and with
them a pessimistic crouching. It is unlikely that the figures conjured by Rabarama will find a reconciliation of their existential
conflict. However, the artist does not disdain photographing their involvement with infinity, capturing the dream in a particular
richness of shape and colour.
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BEFORE THE FUTURE
The hibernation of memories

“I wanted to convey the image of actual hibernation by
submerging my figures in polyester resin, creating that sense of
expectation brought about by the birth of a new Being. In my
study, at least, this was about to come.”
Rabarama

“AS‐SOLO” Inclusion in glass resin, 2004, cm 30 x 14 x 20

T he immersion of a series of sculptures in polyester resin represents a decision based on many implications of meaning and
form. Once again the skin of the figures (the colour having disappeared) features the symbolic paths of Rabarama’s recent
and earlier works alike, in an obvious attempt on the part of the artist, to summarize her creative history, reconnecting its
directions and themes. The solution of an invisible vital space is revoked which the mutants, through their imaginary
movement, seemed to want to control. The most obvious novelty is now represented by the feeling of constriction as
suggested by a spatial environment provided and almost physically “meted out” by the figures themselves. The showcase
designed for them offers itself all the same to a plurality of interpretations. It is an element that not only imprisons, preserves
and protects the artist’s creatures, but one that for the very first time can also make them quite literally untouchable, an
aspect pregnant with meaning when one considers the importance attributed by Rabarama to their tangibly tactile
interpretation, which is necessary for understanding the characteristics peculiar to the material. The transparent case only
seems like a “sepulcher” in which to house the images of her artistic evolution, looking more like the site of a temporary
hibernation: the mutants are ideally falling into a long sleep from which they will awaken, having metamorphosed in the
meantime into unusual forms that will give rise to new questions and convey new messages. The return to a liquid context not
only refers to past solutions adopted for “amphibian” beings, but also ultimately identifies their container as a womb, the
place of gestation for an imminent birth, an image that will dominate the next expressive phase. It is in actual fact a mood of
expectation that is conveyed by the behavior of these figures, generally taken to be the custodians of a thought that
transcends mere appearance to illuminate more fully the artist’s spiritual and creative frame of mind.
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UNDER THE SKIN, INSIDE THE ENERGY
The heralding of a new season
“An artist is only an artist on condition that he neglects no aspect of his
dual nature”.
Charles Baudelaire, L’Art romantique

“VITA”, Sculpture in silicon rubber (monotype), 2003, cm 19 x 45 x 31,5

T he sense of suspension described earlier could not have been but an introduction to what is one of the most remarkable
turning points in Rabarama’s artistic development. Once again her semantic world as well as the linguistic constructions that
have inspired it undergo a metamorphosis, while continuing to show a clear continuity with earlier experiences. Once again
the focus is on the theme of genetic heritage, of the purely biological essence of life. However, what is emphasized now is
their coincidence with the idea of energy: with the return of alphanumerical systems used to cover naked bodies what is now
being created is an uninterrupted theory of chemical formulae, a kind of table of elements that makes life possible. The fetal
positions are reintroduced, but this time the figures portrayed are infants nearing the end of gestation and their desire to be
born, to come into the world, is underscored by an image of energy that is only being temporarily held in check. Again, the
sheer novelty of the form constituted by the renunciation of the impenetrability of bronze, so as to shape the figure through
the transparency of silicon rubber, makes for a dual effect. On the one hand, the innate projection towards a new, possible
future that these unusual protagonists carry with them, finds an appropriate vehicle in a material whose age-old melting
techniques are replaced by its thoroughly contemporary nature, if not in evocative, then at least in “futuristic” terms; on the
other Rabarama achieves the result of making the surface impervious to sight which, having access to the inside of the works
themselves, encounters shapeless deposits of colorful lumps. This is no ordinary transfer or “descent” of colour that generally
decorates the surfaces, but rather the presence of a kind of primordial magma which every being, just like the host planet,
contains within it. And which the artist invites us to discover.
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FROM UNITY TO ALL
Tiny globalized worlds and universes

“The only true voyage of discovery, the only fountain of Eternal
Youth, would be not to visit strange lands but to possess other eyes,
to behold the universe through the eyes of another, of a hundred
others, to behold the hundred universes that each of them beholds,
that each of them is”.
Marcel Proust, In Search of Lost Time

“ESPLOSIONE”, pained bronze, 2005, cm 63 x 50 x 40

T he investigation of a possible identity between the individual and Earth, a cyclic theme in Rabarama’s art, is probably the
inspiration for a new kind of reflection, which includes the intimate relationship of the individual not only in connection with
life and matter in the general sense, but also with the human community. If the solitude of the figure basically continues to
appear to be the artist’s preferred mode of expression, the bodies seem to emerge as new “countries of passage”, the result
of a biological and cultural syncretism. On the one hand their receptiveness towards contamination reflects an analogous
nonchalance exercised by Rabarama in her creative development, which is referred to in some solutions and, on the other,
the new mutants are beings that have lost their western features and acquired an indistinct physiognomy. Nomads of races
and cultures, ambassadors of a new ethnic group with quasi-alien features, their eyes become more elongated, imbued with
the expression of completely human warmth. Spokesman for an entire humanity, united to the point of uniformity thanks to the
proliferation of images in the media, “Im-mediat-ic-o” (“Im-mediat-ic”) – a being marked by the gaze multiplied by infinity –
presents an element which is in many senses emblematic of Rabarama’s study: the symbology of the eye placed in the palm
of a hand, separating itself from its oriental origin, has gone on to assume a trans-cultural importance representing a form of
knowledge peculiar to humankind, attainable through the integration of spiritual reflection with pure physical sensitivity.
Different works show the recurring circular motif that is sometimes linked, opening a very wide range of possible images, from
the cellular to the planetary: just like the human being, the basic unit of a system and a system in its own right. More
generally speaking, the closed circular shape alludes primarily to a “perfection” achievable in the knowledge of belonging to a
greater plan that cannot do without our individual contribution of meaning.
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AFTER REASON
The metamorphosis and reawakening of the instinct
“Everything changes, nothing dies: the spirit wanders,arriving here or there, and
occupying whatever body it pleases,passing from a wild beast into a human being,
from our body into a beast, but is never destroyed.
Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book 15

“LEOPARDO”, Painted bronze, 2006, cm 59 x 64 x 66

A fter having experienced a rarefied dispersion of marks the surfaces have returned to becoming saturated with shapes and
emblems, thanks to floral arabesques in quasi-liberty style. If the reference to the natural world had to date been more or less
explicitly constant, then a new visual and conceptual solution linked to it is now pushing the principle of metamorphosis to the
uppermost limit. Thanks to the new mutations in the feline sense of the figures the meaning now draws closer to the
dimension of animal adaptation, predicting in implicit terms a future in which increasingly lonely beings battling with one
another will eventually come to realize, if they are to survive, the lack of tools offered by human rationality. The roar of “Dopo
la ragione” (After reason), ideally emitted by a creature whose metamorphosis has also transformed its cranium, and not by
chance, appears to rail against a world that increasingly caters less to men and is surprising by virtue of its dehumanization
in a way that is wholly unpredictable, reverting to its animal origins. The process of metamorphosis seems to have been
consciously performed rather than unwittingly undergone by the mutants themselves, in much the same way as the
chameleon has perfected the art of mimicry over the ages. The mutants’ anxiety for self-determination cannot be set aside
from the rediscovery, in this instance too, of a hidden power, which has a name: that of instinct, a heritage that logic and
pragmatism – in their degenerative form, partially responsible for the social and human shift portrayed – have ostracized. So
yet again, a muted energy is called upon to convert post-rational thought into shape. Rabarama herself has also openly
declared the instinctual matrix of her creative work, an aspect that reveals once more the perfect correlation between the
operational level with the purely expressive one within the context of her research. The figures, as usual devoid of an
immediate sexual identifiability, display on and off a feral sensuality, which the body alone undertakes to guide.
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ON THE TRACKS OF DESTINY
I’ Ching
“Just as causality describes the sequence of events,so

synchronicity to the Chinese mind deals with the
coincidence of events. (...) Even to the most biased eye
it is obvious that this book represents one long
admonition to careful scrutiny of one’s own character,
attitude, and motives.”
Carl Gustav Jung, foreword to I’ Ching

“HSU (l’a<esa, il nutrimento)”, Painted bronze, 2007, cm 22 x 92 x45

T he more “philosophical” side of Rabarama’s work, which moves steadily in short, lucid swerves, continues in the confutation
of reason as the primary instrument of knowledge and interpretation of reality, both extrinsic and interior, as far as human
beings are concerned. The striving after the conquest of an alternative thought leads in an almost natural way to the I’ Ching,
the famous work on the ancient Chinese art of wisdom. Besides assuming synchronicity and not causality as the
interpretation of events, the the I’ Ching indissolubly links its validity as a method of revelation and divination with the
knowledge of themselves, a theme around which Rabarama’s work always revolves. If the other pole of her study is the
persuasion of the looming presence of a “destiny”, then oriental wisdom seems to offer the artist’s creatures new possible
solutions: with a view to prophesying them, the recent protagonists of her works seem to associate the thought of their
interiority with the immersion in an impalpable, but enveloping melancholy, the likely superior condition of a greater capacity
to “see” and of the same creativity. From a purely expressive point of view the light can return to gently caress the surfaces,
revealing less bold and contrasted chromatic shades in favor of other more muted and uniform ones. The intimation of a new
sensitivity, which had begun to spread earlier progresses into the femininity of “Hsu”, suffused by the subtle outstretching of
her forms by a mild and at the same time painful tedium that characterize the figure. The extensive use of the hexagram
motif, part of the divinatory aspect of I’ Ching, customarily establishes a game midway between their purely decorative
importance, the meaning of which they are originally the bearers, and their reference to the artist’s creative development.
Their intermittent linearity appears effectively to summarize Rabarama’s artistic production, undertaken along the line of a
thought, which through suspensions and reconversions has always found itself and its own matrix.
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EXHIBITION:
Solo-Show
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Rabarama, Museo de Arte Moderno, Toluca. Mexico

1995

Rabarama, Galleria Dante Vecchiato, Padua. Italy
Rabarama, Palazzo Piazzoni Parravicini, Vittorio Veneto (Treviso). Italy

1997

Rabarama,
Rabarama,
Rabarama,
Rabarama,

1998

Rabarama, Galerj JFV, Roeselare

1999

Rabarama, Salone delle Terme, Anterp. Belgiun

2000

Una scoperta, New Art Gallery, Galleria Dante Vecchiato, Padua. Italy
Rabarama, Fondazione Mudima, Milan. Italy
Rabarama, Show Room Telemarket, Palazzo Orsini, Genoa. Italy
Trans-formation, Galerie Enrico Navarra, Paris. France
Rabarama, Galleria Dante Vecchiato, Forte dei Marmi (Lucca). Italy
Rabarama. Colori e Forme (organized by G. Granzotto), Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza, Rome. Italy

2001

Rabarama: Dimensione Bronzo, New Art Gallery, Galleria Dante Vecchiato, Padua.Italy
Rabarama. Sculture Monumentali (organized by D. Magnetti),Fondazione Palazzo Bricherasio, Turin. Italy
Rabarama, Palazzo del Senato, Milan. Rabarama, Show Room Telemarket, Milan. Italy

2002

Rabarama: Esculturas Monumentales, Fondazione Dolores Olmedo Patino, Mexico City.
Sculture Monumentali, Museo Fleury, Lodéve (Montpellier). France
Rabarama, Show Room Caffarelli, Verona. Italy
Rabarama, Show Room Mercedes, Verona. Italy
Rabarama, Hotel Hilton, Milan. Italy
Rabarama, Alessandro S. Carone. Linee Riflesse (organized by A.S. Carone, G.Perez), Pinacoteca
Castello Svevo, Barletta. Italy

2003

Indecipherable trip, San Giovanni Evangelista, Spazio Badoer, Venice. Italy
Rabarama: Corpi Mutanti, various locations, Padua. Italy
Sculture Monumentali, Fiera d’Oltremare,Napoli. Italy
Sculture Monumentali, various locations, Abano Terme (Padua). Italy
Im-patto (organized by M. Calvesi, G. Granzotto), Musei di San Salvatore in Lauro, Roma Italy

2004

Rabarama, Show Room Telemarket, Rome. Italy
Sculture Monumentali, various locations, Brescia. Italy
Rabarama (organized by C. Zanetti), Galleria Marchina Arte Contemporanea, Brescia. Italy
Sculture Monumentali, Caselle Torinese, Turin.
ántropos (organized by F. Di Leo), Casa del Cima, Conegliano (Treviso). Italy
Sculpture Exhibition of Rabarama, Contemporary Art Museum Millennium Monument, Beijing. China
Art Museum of i He Xiangning, Shenzhen, Sculpture Space, Shangai, Jinan. China

2005

Rabarama, Villa Remmert, Cirié (Turin). Italy
Rabarama. Il Mistero dell’identità (curated by N. D. Angerame, L. Caprile), Ex Chiesa Anglicana,
Alassio (Savona) Italy
Rabarama, Fundaciòn Sebastian, Mexico City. Mexico
Trans-calare, Delegacion Miguel Hidalgo,Mexico City. Mexico
Sculture Monumentali, various locations, Mexico City. Mexico
Le sculture di Rabarama, Gardens of Centro de Arte of La Estancia, Caracas. Venezuela
Rabarama & Frans Molenaar, Galerie Etienne & Van Loon, Oisterwijk. Netherlands
Rabarama, Galerie Etienne & Van Loon, Oisterwijk. Netherlands
Quando il gioiello diventa arte (with Leo Pizzo), Palazzo Braga Valmarana,Vicenza. Italy
Anima-ta-mente, Show-room Telemarket, Brescia Italy

Galleria Dante Vecchiato, Vicenza. Italy
Palazzo Grasselli, Cremona. Italy
Galleria Arte Segno, Udine. Italy
Busacca Gallery, Philadelphia. United States
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2006

Anima-ta-mente, Show-room Telemarket, Milan. Italy
Rabarama, Galerie Etienne & Van Loon, Oisterwijk. Netherlands
Rabarama. Art in the city, piazza Turin, Jesolo (Venice). Italy

2007

Anime, Show-room Telemarket, Brescia. Italy
Rabarama a Ginevra, majestic union,Franck Muller castle, Geneva. Switzerland
Rabarama. Identità (organized by C. Alampi, D. Quattrone), Villa Genovese Zerbi, Reggio Calabria. Italy
Rabarama. Oper-azioni, Galleria Achrome Arte Contemporanea, San Benedetto del Tronto. Italy
Rabarama. Dreams of Transformation, Vecchiato New Art Galleries, Padua. Italy

2008

Rabarama a Cortina, Galleria Corbelli & Arte, display of monumental sculptures along Corso Italia,
Cortina d’Ampezzo (Belluno). Italy
Rabarama – Mutazioni dell’animo, Show-room Telemarket, Bologna.Italy
Rabarama. Peintures et Sculptures, La Galery Fine Arts, Saint Paul de Venice.
Rabarama. Gli spazi dell’arte, installation of monumental sculptures along the city streets during
Catania Arte Fiera 2008, Catania. Italy
Rabarama. Presenze (organized by S. Arfelli), Galleria Comunale Ex Peschiera, Piazza del Popolo e
Centro Storico, Cesena, Galleria Comunale Leonardo da Vinci, Piazza Andrea Costa e and town route,
Cesenatico (Forlì-Cesena). Italy
Rabarama à Paris (curated by V. Sanfo), installation of monumental sculptures in Place de la
Sorbonne, Rue Soufflot e Place du Pantheon, Paris. France
Rabarama. Italian Shape, AnniArt Gallery 798, Beijing. China
Rabarama, Boca Raton Museum, Miami. United States

2009

Rabarama – comes to life , Etienne Gallery, Oisterwijk. Netherlands
Rabarama dans la presqu’ile de Saint Tropez, installation of monumentalsculptures along the
city streets and public beaches, Saint Tropez. France

2009

Rabarama – comes to life, Etienne Gallery, Oisterwijk.
Rabarama dans la presqu’ile de Saint Tropez, installazione di sculture monumentali lungo strade cittadine e
spiagge pubbliche, Saint Tropez.
Rabarama – comes to life, Etienne Gallery, Oisterwijk. Netherlands
Rabarama – evanig presentation of the antology “Riflessioni” at Palazzo della Gran Guardia, Padua. Italy
Rabarama Destinazioni, Telemarket, Brescia. Italy

2010

Rabarama Solo Exhibition –Roma, Galleria Luigi Proietti, Roma
Rabarama –Cannes, Grand Hotel, Cannes
Rabaama - London, London

Collective exhibition
1997

Tentoonstelling Exposition, Galleria Artstudio, Knokke.
L’Anima e le forme, scultori in fonderia, Museo Civico Archeologico,Bologna. Italy

2000

Italian Bronze Masterpieces in Hong Kong, J. Gallery, Ritz Carlton, Hong Kong. China

2001

Exposition Itinerant: Mondial (curated by C. Schreyer),Forum Grimaldi, Monaco,Galerie Enrico Navarra,
Paris. France En Voyage, Castello Svevo, Barletta. Italy

2002

Mondial, Taiwan, Cho Sun Ilbo Art Museum, Galleria Hyundai, Seoul,Yokohama.
Open 2002 - “Imaginaire Féminin” - Esposizione Internazionale di Sculture ed Installazioni,
(organized by P. De Grandis, P. Restany), various locations, Lido di Venezia Venice. Italy

2003

Beijing International, National Art Museum of China, Biennal Beijing. China
24 artisti a confronto, Castel Brando, Cison di Valmarino (Treviso). Italy

2004

Oisterwijk Sculpture 2004, Galerie Etienne & Van Loon, Oisterwijk. Netherlands

2005

Open 2005. Mostra Internazionale di Sculture ed Installazioni (organizedby P. De Grandis, V. Sanfo,
C. Tsong-zung, M. Vescovo), various locations, Lido di Venezia. Venice. Italy
SEG-Menti Contemporanei (organized by F. Melengé),
1000 Bolle Arte Contemporanea, Amantea (Cosenza). Italy
Collettiva (organized by L. Ramoino), Galleria Le Tele Tolte, Calcata (Viterbo). Italy
Novecento. Pittura e scultura (organized by/curated by R. Bossaglia),
Galleria D’Arte Cinquantasei, Bologna. Italy
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2006

In-Formale (organized by F. Amendola), 1000 Bolle Arte Contemporanea, Amantea (Cosenza). Italy
Galerie Etienne & Van Loon, Oisterwijk. Netherlands
Sculture monumentali, Mostra dell’artigianato, Rovereto (Trento). Italy

2007

Surreal Metafisic’ Art, Galleria Profumo D’Arte, Rome. Italy
Biennale FreeArte 2007 (organized by L. Garbuglia), Galleria Il Canovaccio Studio Antonio Canova, Rome. Italy

2008

Italian Shape, Anni Art, 798, Beijing. China

2009

Rabarama – comes to life, Etienne Gallery, Oisterwijk. Netherlands
Rabarama dans la presqu’ile de Saint Tropez, installation of monumental sculptures along pubblic beaches
and roads of, Saint Tropez. France
Corpi Speciali, Vecchiato Art Galleries, Milano
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part in competition and International expositon

1990

Metepec-Oaxaca - Guadalajara - Mexico City: selected to represent Italy in the international wood
sculpture competition held by the government of Mexico.

1991

La Bresse (France): selected to represent Italy in the Festival de sculpture
Camille Claudel, for which the artist created a sculpture in wood.
Toluca (Mexico): invited to and selected for the 2nd edition of
the wood sculpture competition.
The Museum of Modern Art purchased the work made for the competition for its permanent collection.

1993

Selected for the ice sculpture competition in Alaska.

1996

Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna. Italy

1997

Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna.Italy
Europ’Art, Palexpo, Geneva. Swizerland
MiArt, Fiera di Milan. Italy
Art Miami, Wynwood Arts District, Miami Beach. United States
Line Art, Flanders Expo Centre, Gent. Belgium

1998

Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna. Italy
Europ’Art, Palexpo, Geneva. Swizerland
MiArt, Fiera di Milan. Italy
Art Miami, Wynwood Arts District, Miami Beach. United States
LineArt, Flanders Expo Centre, Gent. Belgium

1999

Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna. Italy
Europ’Art, Palexpo, Geneva. Swizerland
Art Miami, Wynwood Arts District, Miami Beach. United States
Lineart, Flanders Expo Centre, Gent. Belgium

2000

Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna.Italy
Europ’Art, Palexpo, Geneva. Switzerland
Art Miami, Wynwood Arts District, Miami Beach. United States
Lineart, Flanders Expo Centre, Gent. Belgium
TIAF – Toronto International Art Fair, Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto. Canada

2001

Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna. Italy
Art Miami, Wynwood Arts District, Miami Beach. United States
Lineart, Flanders Expo Centre, Gent. Belgium
Foire International d’Art Contemporain, Luxembourg.
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Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna.Italy
Lineart, Flanders Expo Centre, Gent. Belgium

2003

Arte Fiera, Fiera di Bologna.Italy
Lineart, Flanders Expo Centre, Gent. Belgium
Beijing International (organized by V. Sanfo), Award for artistic research National Art Museum of China,
Biennal of Beijing. China

2006

Reggio Emilia: Winner of the Profilo Donna artist of the year award Italy
MiArt 2006, Fiera di Milan. Italy

2007

Cornice Art Fair, Isola del Tronchetto, Venice. Italy
MiArt 2007, Fiera di Milan. Italy
ArtVerona 2007, Fiera di Verona. Italy

2008

MiArt 2008, Fiera di Milan Italy
Beijing Art Salon,Art Fair Beijing.
The work Assidua-mente won the price il premio al vincitore of the BEPI
Colombo Prize 2008

PURCHASE MADE BY MUSEUMS AND INSTITUTIONS
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Scultura in legno, Museo D’Arte Moderna, Toluca. Mexico

2001
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B. Rizzato, Geroglifici su bronzo, in “Arte a Cortina”, inverno.
C. Garbato, L’arte del mistero, in “Mercedes”, settembre.
Renzo M. Benzi, Enigmi sulla pelle, in “Ad/Antiques & Collectors”, settembre.
Uomini a lettere e dipinti piegati. Viaggio tra i nuovi artisti proposti da Dante Vecchiato, in “Gotha”, settembre-ottobre.
anus, Gli ultimi manichini, in “Arte In”, ottobre-novembre.
L. Aprico, Quando l’arte è donna, in “Corriere del giorno di Puglia e Lucania”, 5 ottobre.
G. Grossini, Le chiudo nel marmo per liberarmene (intervista a Rabarama), in “Riza psicosomatica”, novembre.
A. Mistrangelo, Nel labirinto dei corpi con Rabarama, in “La Stampa”, 6 novembre.

2002

U. Tommasi, Rabarama, in “AZ marmi”, marzo.
A. Benanzato, Le sculture di Rabarama tra misteri e suggestioni, in “In Città”, 5 luglio.

2003

A. M. Martini, La condizione umana di Rabarama, in “Corriere dell’Arte”, 18 gennaio.
M. Calvi, Le sculture di Rabarama sul Liston, in “Il Mattino di Padova”, 7 aprile.
I. Thomas, L’umanità e le sue contraddizioni nei “grandi uomini” di Rabarama, in “Il Gazzettino”, 9 aprile.
D. Boresi, “L’uomo, un computer biologico” (intervista a Rabarama), in “Il Gazzettino”, 4 maggio.
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2004

C. Costantini, Rabarama e i serpenti di marmo, in “Il Messaggero”, 22 gennaio.
A. Redaelli, Il destino dell’uomo è scritto sulla pelle, in “Arte”, aprile.
La città diventa una galleria all’aperto con le gigantesche sculture di Rabarama, in “Il Giorno”, ed. di Brescia, 21 aprile.
A. Wei, Rabarama, in XinHuaShe, 10 giugno.
A. Cicogna, Rabarama, successo anche in Cina, in “Il Gazzettino”, 24 giugno.
F. Politino, La scultura poetica di Rabarama, in “La Tribuna”, 16 settembre.

2005

A. Riva, L’arte è un semplice mistero, in “Yachtsman”, luglio.
A. Severin, “Trans-mutazione”. Rabarama sbarca in Cina, in “Corriere del Veneto”, 4 agosto.
M. Duso, Vip e mondanità fra gioielli e sculture, in “ll giornale di Vicenza”, 20 novembre.
F. Favaro, Le forme dell’Io di Rabarama, in “Living - lifestyle review”, dicembre.

2006

Rabarama, in “Art&rtA”, gennaio-febbraio 2006.
Rabarama, un metro e ottanta a Shangai, in “Panorama”, 17 marzo.
Con “Art in the city” Rabarama espone a Jesolo, in “Il Gazzettino”, 8 giugno.
E. Condé, Sculture medianiche di Rabarama, in “Corriere di Roma”, ottobre.

2007

P. Gaeta, Rabarama irrompe sul lungomare, in “Gazzetta del Sud”, 5 agosto.
C. Bova, In mostra le “Identità” di Rabarama, in “Il Quotidiano della Calabria – Reggio e provincia”, 6 agosto.
Il “body painting” invade Reggio, in “Oggi”, 22 agosto.
L. De Angelis, Reggini “conquistati” dal genio creativo di Rabarama, in “Gazzetta del Sud”, 3 settembre.
A. C. Bellati, Rabarama. Metamorfosi finale, in “Arte”, novembre.
L. Caprile, Scritto nel destino, in “Arte In”, dicembre.

2008

Dreams of transformation, in “Profilo Donna”, marzo.
C.Rocchi, Le “presenze” di Rabarama, in “Romagna Corriere”, 10 giugno
Bonci e Grand Hotel di Cesenatico: due location per Rabarama, in “il Resto del Carlino Cesena”, 12 giugno
Mostra d’arte a cielo aperto, in “Corriere di Forlì Cesena, 20 giugno
Rabarama, già installate le sei opere della mostra, in “il Resto del Carlino Cesena”, 21 giugno
Mostra a cielo aperto, in “il Resto del Carlino Cesena”, 3 luglio
S. Arfelli, Le città vivibili, in “La Voce di Romagna”, 3 luglio
C.Rocchi, Rabarama invade Cesena e Cesenatico con le sue Presenze, in “Corriere di Forlì Cesena”, 3 luglio
Un feeling immediato fra i colossi di Rabarama e il contesto urbano, in “il Resto del Carlino Cesena”, 23 luglio
C. Rocchi, Rabarama incanta il pubblico con le sue sculture, in “Corriere di Ravenna”, 24 luglio
Successo per la visita guidata, in “La Voce di Romagna Forlì Cesena”, 28 luglio
C.Rocchi, Cesenatico si mette in mostra tra arte, cultura e poesia, in “Corriere di Forlì e Cesena”, 24 agosto
Forme plastiche e ossessive, in “La Voce di Romagna Forlì Cesena”, 28 agosto
Ultimi10 giorni con le “presenze di Rabarama”, in “il Resto del Carlino Cesena”, 29 agosto
F.Paolillo, Rabarama, “invasione” sul lungomare, in “il Quotidiano!, 16 novembre
M. Gianni, Destini Segnati, in “Arte In”, dicembre 2008 – Gennaio 2009

2009

Picardi, “E’ per trovare il senso della vita che l’uomo sceglie l’arte”, in Di tutto, 13 febbraio
B.Q., L’art contemporain retrouve sa place grace à Rabarama, in Var-matin, 18 marzo
P.Pleu, Avec l’art, plus belle la ville, in Var-martin, 21 marzo
C. Roux, Rabarama, in La Tribune, 10 aprile
L. Majer, Codici da interpretare, in Art Style, Estate
F.S.Russo, Donna nell’Arte, in BOE’, maggio-giugno
N.Vega, Domaine de la Rouillère e tau milieu coule le rosé, in Pure Saint Tropez, giugno
I. Brodie, Living art comes to Saint-Tropez, in The Riviera Times, agosto.
Il Ginaski, Rabarama – Nelle viscere dell’io il rifugio dell’Essere, in Inscenamag, novembre.
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The artist production is vast and complex spacing between: painted sculptures both monumental and
small in terracotta, metal (bronze, aluminum), Carrara marble and glass, oil painting, resin inclusions,
artistic gold jewels, rubber mono-types, graphic work.
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www.rabarama.net
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“RI‐VOLTO”, Carrara White Marble, 2005, cm 250 X 125 X 75

